
 

 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS ON PARAMETER 

PASSING MECHANISM 

 

Q1. What do you mean by argument passing mechanism? 

Ans- The exact mechanism for assigning arguments to parameters, called argument passing, 

depends upon the evaluation strategy used for that parameter (typically call-by-value), which 

may be specified using keywords. When we pass a value either by value or by reference in 

Visual Basic, then it is known as the Passing Parameter. 

 
Argument/ Parameter Passing Mechanism 

 

Q2. What is an Argument in c programming? 

Ans- Arguments are more properly thought of as the actual values or references assigned to 

the parameter variables when the subroutine is called at runtime. Arguments are the type of 

variables that can be used by the functions in C language. An Argument is similar to a 

parameter and is something that has been passed to a function. 

For Example- 

int main(int argc, char **argv); 

"argc" and "argv" are the arguments which are being passed into the main function. 

 

Q3. What do you mean by call by value and call by reference argument passing 

mechanism? 

Ans- When passing data by value, the data is copied to a local variable/object in the function. 

Changes to this data are not reflected in the data of the calling function. For larger objects, 

passing data by value can be very expensive. 

When passing data by reference, a pointer to the data is copied instead. Changes to the data 

pointed to by the pointer are reflected in the data of the calling function. Regardless of the 

size of the object, passing data by reference always has the same cost. 
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Q4. What is the advantage of call by reference argument passing mechanism over call 

by value? 

Ans- It uses pointers, so there is no doubling of the memory used by the variables. This 

lowers the memory footprint. 

 

Q5.  When we are most expected to use call by reference argument passing mechanism? 

Ans- If frequent data changes are expected. 

 

Q6. What are the disadvantages of using call by reference argument passing 

mechanism? 

Ans- Unwanted side effects and less privacy of data. 

 

Q7. Give syntax of call by reference argument passing mechanism? 

Ans- <Type> & <Name> 

where <Type> is a type and <Name> is an identifier whose type is reference to <Type> 

for example: int A=5; 

int& rA=A; 

 

State TRUE or FALSE- 

Q8. When argument passing mechanism is”by value”, the function works with the 

original arguments in the calling program. Is this true? 

Ans- True 

Element type Passed ByVal Passed ByRef 

Value type (contains 

only a value) 

This procedure will not change 

the variable or any of its 

members. 

This procedure will change 

the variable and its 

members. 

Reference type 

(contains a pointer to a 

class or structure 

instance) 

The procedure cannot change 

the variable but can change 

members of the instance to 

which it points. 

The procedure can change 

the variable and members 

of the instance to which it 

points. 



 

 

Q9. A function can return a value by reference. Is statement true or false? 

Ans- True 

 

Q10. When a function returns a value, the entire function call can be assigned to a 

variable. True or False? 

Ans- True 

 


